
Feedback from 
Application 

Signs of the Times 



Where is our focus? Is it 
on digital learning or 
empowering youth? 



Empowerment of youth 

Why is this our goal? 
The starting point of the project was: Our worry about how youth  cope in this media world. 
Do they too easily trust unreliable sources. 

And: our pedagogical method of phenomenon based learning leads towards this goal. 



How do we evaluate this empowerment? 
Can it be seen or heard and what must 
happen for it to be seen?

First: we must approach the youngsters’ world, to study familiar and interesting things in 
their world. We must find phenomena that are locally and world wide known at the same 
time. 

Second: By doing things by using our tools: writing, making videos, taking photos, making 
stories and reports on things that matter to us. 

Third: to evaluate what we have done by using reflective methods such as portfolio. This 
makes thinking more mature and persons understand what they have learned and  rise on a 
new level. 



Activities of LTT’s are not fully consistent 
with all project goals? The role of the Finnish 
school is stronger than that of the others in 

the application.

How do we react to this? We must make 
sure that we all fully understand what the 
goal is and how we get there? All partners 
must take care that we keep our goal in mind. 
We must plan LTT’s carefully to achieve our 
goal. 



Dissemination is too focused in Finland? 
How will other partners spread the learned ? Plan concrete actions !



Quality of project 
team and 
communication 

Right persons in the right place. Choose your team right. We must take care 
that we pass on what we have learned to all those who work on the project. 
Keep in contact with the Coordinator of this project. Reply our emails at least in 
some way. If you have trouble with answering mails, you can always call us. 
Use all possible forms of communication. I would appreciate even a small 
message…

We ask you to be in regularly touch with Marjo. What is regular?  We can 
discuss about this? Once a month.. 

Berfore LTT’s and trips early enough, specially if there is some changes. Inviting 
partner is responsalbe to send the information early to all partners. 



This is the most 
important 
‘homecoming gift’ 
that everyone has 
to remember.



“This is super-important”

- We are all in this together, each of us is responsible for what happens! 



Thanks!

 


